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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this teacher action research study was to assess choral education pedagogy
through the perspective of high school choir students. The research question asked: How can I
utilize student interpretation and critique in order to empirically self-reflect on my choral
teaching practice and its cultural relevance? Interpretation and critique are defined as student
opportunities to give feedback, both positive and negative, in the form of qualitative oral
discussion and quantitative, linear ranking. While research has shown that culturally relevant
pedagogy allows for more student engagement and success, I hypothesized that this study would
show that students who perceive their music education as culturally reflective and relevant would
in turn be more interested in continuing to sing in the upcoming semester and as adults because
they felt recognized and valued in the classroom setting. Qualitative-dominant data was
collected from choir students grades 10-12 at a private, all-girls, Catholic Chicagoland high
school. Survey data and brief, semi-structured discussion data was collected at two points during
the 2017 fall semester.
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Introduction
Statement of Problem
The U.S. school population is becoming more ethnically and racially diverse, and
millions of those students participate in choir while in high school, honing in on literacy of the
music theory language, improving their aural skills, and perfecting their performance quality and
etiquette through a creative outlet. All the while, these students earn fine arts credit toward their
GPA and graduation, and ideally, begin a lifetime of singing in college, in a community choir, in
church, or in any capacity after graduation. Educators in all disciplines have been seeking ways
to engage and promote the success of this more diverse student population. One approach is
culturally relevant pedagogy, “...a dynamic or synergistic relationship between home/community
culture and school culture” (Ladson-Billings, 1995, p.467). In academic subjects, culturally
relevant pedagogy increases the success of minority students’ academic achievement (LadsonBillings, 1995; Gay, 2002; Abril, 2013). When applied to the music classroom, culturally
reflective teaching, in theory, raises interest and passion in choir students. However, research on
the effectiveness of CRP for choir students is young. This study sought to determine how my
choir students are able constructively assess my efforts as a CRP teacher. Teacher action
research studies attempt to integrate research and practice. Consulting with students to find out
what they think is crucial. When students become coresearchers, they have the opportunity to
either validate the instructor’s findings or to present new ideas themselves (Pine, 2008).
1
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Significance
This study is crucial for not only music teachers, but for all educators. Culturally
relevant pedagogy is an effective way to teach minority students, a population quickly becoming
the dominant demographic in most urban school settings. The goal of any educator is to promote
lifelong learning. This goal is no different for high school choral directors. Scholars have
studied the need for culturally relevant teaching in urban classrooms (Ladson-Billings, 1995,
Gay, 2002, Shaw 2016), but studies that include student assessment of this pedagogy--crucial
feedback for the instructor--is lacking. “When thinking about conducting research in schools, it
is essential to remember that classrooms do not exist in a vacuum” (Pine, 2008, p.35). When the
teacher becomes the researcher, an active agent in her own classroom, data is able to shed light
on social constructs and cultural realities that the students experience. Further, the teacher is
able to use raw data collected in real time to improve her own practice with a specific set of
students. This is not possible when researching a classroom as an outsider (Pine, 2008).
If high school teachers choose to ignore the challenge of culturally responding to their
students, they risk losing intelligent, hungry learners who do not see themselves or feel like
themselves in the classroom. Similarly, teachers attempting to implement CRP who do not ask
for student criticism may not be teaching effectively in the eyes of the actual students sitting in
the seats. Students may start seeing the content area as a means to an end, another credit closer
to graduation. Just as an English teacher hopes their students read beyond graduation, simply for
the sake of exploring literature, music teachers hope students continue exploring music after
performing at commencement.
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Context
Teacher action research calls for an approach to research “that must include the role of
the teacher as an active agent in creating knowledge for the improvement of teaching and
learning” (Pine, 2008, p.41). In order to make myself both teacher and active researcher, my
own students assessed my case study in CRP as a new pedagogical approach to high school
choir. My choir students share many characteristics, making it convenient to use statistical
analysis to attempt to control for potentially confounding variables (Johnson & Christensen,
2014). The high school, located in the Chicagoland area, is all-girls, private, and Catholic. Our
two academic tracks are the College Preparatory program and the International Baccalaureate
program. Students could also be enrolled in a combination of the two tracks.
Due to the nature of this small, somewhat homogeneous high school environment, all of
my participants are females ages 15-18. All participants come from socioeconomic backgrounds
that can afford Catholic school tuition, either in full or with a partial scholarship, and travel to
school from somewhere in the Chicagoland area. Because the school does not offer a wide
variety of academic programs, participants are enrolled in similarly rigorous classes. Special
education is unavailable at the school, meaning students with any type of physical or learning
disability must be able to participate fully and successfully in the inclusive classrooms without
the aid of paraprofessionals in order to attend. Just like any semester of my chorus curriculum,
this 18-week fall semester culminated in a concert that included repertoire selections following a
specific theme. The overarching theme of the 2017 Christmas concert was Our Lady. Each of
my choirs performed songs that revere the Virgin Mary in some way.
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Literature Review
Traditional Curriculum and World Music
American choral music students are expected to learn traditional Western art music in
order to be prepared for college and simply to be well-versed in music (Shaw, 2012). In today’s
standard-based frenzy among teachers, schools tend to define what needs to be taught, expecting
teachers to accept what the state or the nation determines as knowledge (Sleeter, 2009). Music
educators feel this pressure, but also witness classroom populations shifting. Since the 1970s,
music educators have been stuffing curriculum designs with “World Music” (Palkki, 2015).
Teaching music from around the world was promoted with promised results of moral teaching
and culturally sensitive students. In more recent decades, the desire to include music from
multiple cultures in the curriculum has become the norm (Abril 2013).
Reflecting on this trend, Davis explains that deemphasizing Western art music and
including more worldly songs is a rather persuasive solution to society’s tendency to accept only
certain cultures’ music as capital (2005). Shaw (2016) agrees, arguing that American music
education is based on the Eurocentric framework that values Western classical paradigms. This
type of framework may be incompatible with students’ prior music knowledge and experience
(Abril, 2013). However, Davis warns against the appropriation of World Music. He argues that
music education emerging out of this new wave of scholarship is, more often than not,
reinforcing “...oversimplified notions of ethnicity, superimposing on predetermined categories of
race, nation, language, and culture” (2005, p.58). Palkki agrees that taking a choir on a musical
tour of the world can morph into “tokenizing and colonization” (2015, p.3). Moreover, this
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approach can exclude students from competitive solo auditions, advanced and selective choirs,
and notation-oriented (rather than aural-focused) pedagogy (Shaw, 2016).
Culturally Relevant Pedagogy
Ladson-Billings (1995), a black feminist anthropologist, set out to establish a new theory
for creating and delivering curriculum. She argued that while others had explored appropriate
teaching of minority students, the emphasis was on fitting the students into an already existing
educational hierarchy of meritocracy. Accommodating student culture in school is insufficient.
Ladson-Billings (1995) explored what constitutes student success, how academic success and
cultural success compliment each other (especially in settings in which students feel alienated),
and how researchers can pinpoint responsive pedagogy in action. Gay (2002) continued
investigating how to improve school success of ethnically diverse student learners. She sums up
Ladson-Billings’ theory of Culturally Responsive Pedagogy as, “using the cultural knowledge,
prior experiences, frames of reference, and performance styles of ethnically diverse students to
make learning encounters more relevant to and effective for them” (p.31). The overall goal of
developing the theory was to provide strategies that allow students to maintain their cultural
integrity without sacrificing academic success (Ladson-Billings, 1995).
The five areas of CRP to look for when observing teachers in practice include the
conceptions of self and others, the structure of social relations, conceptions of knowledge,
diverse curriculum content, and response to diversity through instructional delivery. (LadsonBillings, 1995 and Gay, 2005). CRP teachers believe that all students are capable of academic
success, see their own pedagogy as an ever-evolving art, see themselves as members of a
community, and see their teaching as giving back to the community. Regarding the structure of
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social relations, CRP teachers maintain fluid teacher-student relationships that demonstrate
connection with all students and who develop learning communities in which each student feels
responsible for the others. CRP does not encourage individual, competitive achievement, but
rather promotes peer-learning where any student could be the teacher. Ladson-Billings identifies
that CRP teachers believe knowledge is not static and must be viewed critically and who teach
using scaffolding, layering knowledge on past knowledge. Most importantly, teachers must
allow for multiple forms of assessment, in turn allowing for multiple versions of success. The
culturally relevant teacher is better prepared to select meaningful materials and utilize successful
teaching strategies that build connections between home and school for the students (Abril,
2013).
Gay identifies six outcomes of CRP in action (2005): culturally responsive teaching is
validating, comprehensive, multidimensional, empowering, transformative, and emancipatory.
Pedagogy achieves validation and affirmation by acknowledging the legitimacy of different
cultural heritages and by building bridges between not only home and school experiences, but
also between academics and sociocultural reality. The teacher uses a wide variety of
instructional strategies that appeal to varying learning styles. Pedagogy achieves
comprehensiveness by expressing expectations and teaching skills in a collective manner in order
to promote academic and cultural excellence simultaneously. The teacher builds a community of
learners that rises or falls together, and it is in “the best interest of everyone to ensure that each
individual member of the group [is] successful” (p.33). Pedagogy achieves multidimensionalism
by examining emotions, beliefs, values, credibility, and opinions along with factual information
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to make instruction more reflective of ethnic diversity. Multidimensional teaching helps students
clarify their own ethnic values.
CRP achieves empowerment by putting students in small groups to compare and contrast
their problem-solving strategies, learning the cultural capital of “school,” such as test-taking
strategies, study skills, and note-taking, and setting up mentors for academic and social success
by older students. Pedagogy achieves transformation by explicitly respecting the cultures and
experiences of African American, Native American, Latino, and Asian American students and
recognizing their existing strengths and accomplishments. Teachers encourage analysis of the
effects of inequalities, promotes zero tolerance, and fosters change. Emancipation is achieved by
contesting presumed scholarly “truth” typically taught in schools. Teachers validate multiple
cultural perspectives and engaging in more than one way to know or think. The six outcomes of
CRP are particularly evident in Leonard, Moore, and Brooks’ study of multicultural literature in
elementary math lessons in urban schools (2014). The researchers found that using multicultural
texts is a low-risk strategy for anchoring math into the students’ cultures and everyday lives.
Regarding what Ladson-Billings (1995) calls cultural competence, Leonard et al states,
Culturally relevant math tasks, if done appropriately, provide the
opportunity for students to develop a strong mathematical identity
by using cultural forms of knowledge. Students are more likely to
remember mathematics concepts when the concepts are anchored
to the culture of the community the students are most familiar with.
(p.328)
This claim does not encourage educators to lower their standards for learning and
performing mandatory mathematical tasks. The researchers make it clear that using cultural
knowledge (capital) students are familiar with will only enhance their understanding of formal
curriculum benchmarks (Leonard et al, 2014). This CRP mindset can be applied to the music
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classroom. CRP in the music classroom goes beyond selecting culturally varied repertoire and
instead looks into the community for cultural inspirations that will be relevant to that specific
student population (Palkki, 2015). When choosing music, the culturally responsive teacher
should consider students’ backgrounds, knowledge, and experiences without excluding lessons
on musical elements and concepts (Abril, 2013; Campbell 2010).
CRP in Music Education
Kelly-McHale (2013) identifies current issues in multicultural music education today.
These include teacher attitudes toward diverse student populations, music preferences of these
students, approaches to teaching multicultural music, and the connection between home culture
and music classroom culture. Clearly, scholarship is moving away from selection “World
Music” for the choir concert and working towards more CRP. Most children arrive in the choir
room with rich musical experiences, though they may not always be compatible with the
prescribed aims of music education (Abril 2013; Campbell, 2010).
Kelly-McHale’s findings revealed that when teachers choose not to address cultural,
linguistic, or popular musical influences, they are in turn ignoring opportunities for cultural
responsiveness (2013). Davis also examines the issue of music education acting as gatekeeper of
the potential relationship between music and culture, arguing that music has the immense power
to “...make realities, conjure into presence things that might not exist apart from signification”
(2005, p.55). When teaching music to a specific minority population, creating inclusive learning
communities in which the teacher and the student help each other with their strengths and
weaknesses in the classroom is the most effective way to incorporate CRP (Kelly-McHale, 2013;
Abril 2013, Campbell, 2010).
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Shaw (2016) examines how choir students perceive their teachers’ CRP efforts, how they
perceive choir norms such as repertoire selections, technique, and rehearsal/performance
etiquette, what barriers to CRP the children perceive, and how CRP helps students self-identity
as musicians while still expressing their racial, ethnic, and cultural identities. Of the students
who did perceive their conductor as culturally responsive, three themes emerged from the data:
developing sociocultural competence, expanding cultural horizons, and enhancing cultural
validity. The teacher selected culturally appropriate repertoire, fostered connections between
rehearsal and experiences, engaged and validated family as culture bearer, avoided viewing the
choir as one, homogenous “Hispanic” group of children, and ensured that performance practices
were indicative and typical of each culture studied (Shaw, 2016; Costello-Herrera, 2010; Palkki,
2015). Further developing a nurtured, authentic relationship between music and culture helps
defend minority and marginalized music from the dominant music curriculum (Davis, 2005).
CRP efforts can give cultural wealth to non-Eurocentric music, feeding off of minority students’
cultural, aspirational, familial, social, and linguistic experiences (Yosso, 2006). Children
preserve their music, internally storing their family and community and keeping it for some
future chance to share (Campbell, 2010). Teachers have the responsibility to highlight students’
particular “heritage music,” as the potential for knowing the multicultural makeup of the music
classroom lies within the students and their families (2010, p.253).
Musical Identity Beyond High School
Nethsinghe (2004) touches on the relationship between music and self-identity in his
study of Sri Lankan students’ music education in Australia. He found three main themes that
emerged from the data. Students studying multicultural music developed respect and tolerance
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through appreciation of “other” music, constructed self-identity, and reaped the benefits of
community music-making. Singing songs from varying cultures plays an important role in
constructing one’s identity and how we perceive others, including musical, social, ethnic, racial,
and cultural identities (Ilari et al., 2013). Nethsinghe suggests that “...through the understanding
of one’s own musical background it is possible to develop and extend of musical and cultural
self-identity” (p.8).
When Powell examined what influences Australian males to participate in choir (2017),
he found that students’ image of their “ideal self” influenced their decisions. The “ideal self”
includes what one desires to become, what one expects to become, and what one wishes to avoid.
He emphasizes that socio-cultural constructs limit people’s formulation of their ideal selves. For
example, the choir members Powell studied indicated experience of music education and past
choral experience as contributing to their self-identities as musicians. While Powell does not
specifically explore the blending of family social culture and school music culture when it comes
to past music education experience, he implies that positive choir experiences do indeed provide
the foundations for future musical pursuits (2017).
A study on college music education majors’ career choice influences follow suit (Rickels,
Brewer, Councill, Fredrickson, Hairston, Perry, & Schmidt, 2013). Results concluded that future
music education majors in band, orchestra, and choir were heavily influenced by their
experiences in high school ensembles, especially the guidance and mentoring of their ensemble
directors. Again, while this study does not identify any aspects of culture as factoring into
students’ decisions, Rickels et al do identify a twofold responsibility for music teachers:
providing musical opportunities to shape students’ musical identities while keeping in mind that
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they are shaping their musical futures simultaneously (2013). Shaw concludes that “...music
teachers can capitalize upon music’s role in conceptualizing and projecting one’s identity to help
all students develop of ‘relevant personality’” (2012, p.76).
Music Education and Teacher Action Research Methods
In studies researching CRP, World Music in education, multicultural music education,
applying CRP to music education, and identification of musician self-identity influences,
scholars use similar methods to collect data and analyze findings. Ethnographic, semi-structured
interviews, questionnaires, and surveys of parents, teachers, and students are common (LadsonBillings, 1995, Nethsinghe, 2004, Shaw, 2016, Powell, 2017). When it comes to choir sample
populations, researchers seek maximum demographic variation across the small number of choirs
observed and in the cultural backgrounds of the teachers (Shaw, 2016 and Powell, 2017). Ages
are limited, usually to a set of grade levels and sometimes controlling for gender (Shaw, 2016;
Powell, 2017; Costello-Herrera, 2010; Palkki, 2015). Phenomenology, particularly Interpretive
Phenomenological Analysis, is often used to code the data and determine emergent themes
(Nethsinghe, 2004 and Powell, 2017).
Education researchers often neglect the social context of research when designing studies
and applying the findings (Pine, 2008). Schools are ever changing ecosystems, with factors as
broad as race, ethnicity, and socioeconomic factors and factors as specific as student mood, level
of maturity, and natural interest in the content area affecting the classroom culture as any given
moment. Teacher action research can best capture and accommodate the subtleties of changing
school situations (Pine, 2008). Many education research studies utilize flawed knowledge
transfer logic in that they assume that knowledge is separate from practice.
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These studies also assume that teachers should use the findings of outside researchers in
outside social contexts and be able to adopt, internalize, and apply them to their own classrooms
in a cookie-cutter type manner (Pine, 2008). “Integrating research and practice without the full
involvement of and collaboration with the person responsible for classroom life--namely the
teacher--is impossible. Teacher and student interpretations of the meanings and experiences of
events are the sine qua non of research that can improve student learning.” (Pine, 2008, p.40)
When teachers prepare beneficial research studies involving documentation and reflection of
their practice, they can create a culture of school-based inquiry that extends beyond the scope of
research in becomes part of the classroom ecosystem (Pine, 2008).
Methodology
This teacher action case study utilized a cross-sectional, non-experimental mixed
methods design in an attempt to answer the research question (Pine, 2008 & Johnson &
Christensen, 2014). The dominant research paradigm was qualitative, with the secondary
quantitative data collected simultaneously. The research focused on female sophomores, juniors,
and seniors during the fall semester at a small, private high school. Students at these grade levels
have completed at least one semester’s worth of music theory and aural skills units and have
memorized the majority of the repertoire selections for and performed in at least one choral
concert. By excluding freshmen, this was true of all potential participants.
Participants
Using nonrandom convenience sampling, I recruited participants from my own
classroom. An advantage to conducting a case study of my own classroom is having the ability
to carefully “[attend] to social truths” and “represent...the discrepancies or conflicts between
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viewpoints held by participants” (Pine, 2008, p.183). The time sample relationship criterion is
identical, as both the qualitative and quantitative data were collected from the same participants
(Johnson & Christensen, 2014). Volunteer participants came from a pool of approximately 70
veteran choir students. This school was the ideal data site because, as a faculty member, I have
effortless access to the building and the choir students. Attempting to obtain parental consent
was not a daunting task when all of my students’ personal information is readily available to me.
Volunteers from grades 10-12 and any of the five choirs were welcome and encouraged to
participate. The only criterion for volunteers was having spent at least one full semester in the
choir program.
Parents of all choir students received letters of consent while the students receives letters
of assent (Johnson and Christensen, 2014). These forms fully disclosed all aspects of the
research study, including both what the online questionnaires and semi-structured class
discussions were to entail. Find example letters of consent and assent in the appendices section.
Ideally, all of my choir students would have been willing to participate. The anonymity of the
study and the fact that participation is not at all mandatory were clearly stated on both the parent
consent form and student assent question. Student volunteers turned in their forms to my
coworker so that I would not know which were participants during my lessons and class
discussions. The proposed CRP lesson plans included activities and strategies that I was free to
utilize in my role as the choir director and instructor. The entire class engaged in my proposed
CRP lesson plans and discussions, even though I was only be able to analyze data from students
with parental consent for this thesis.
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Instruments
The only outside instruments used for this study were the online questionnaires. I created
them using the electronic software Opinio, licensed by Loyola and provided by IT. Quantitative
aspects of the questionnaire include multiple choice, yes/no, and linear rating questions. All
students will also had the opportunity to respond aloud qualitatively during the class discussion if
they wished. Only answers from those students with parental consent to participate in the study
were analyzed. Find all other aspects of data collection (lesson plans and discussion prompts) in
the appendices section.
Procedure
This teacher action study saught to examine how choir students could assess and critique
one high school teacher’s attempt to utilize CRP in the music classroom. For this reason, the
research design was non-experimental, qualitative-dominant with secondary quantitative
demographic aspects. Both qualitative and quantitative data were collected simultaneously.
Through the research, I hoped to obtain a better understanding of how students experience my
curriculum and teaching delivery in order to implement their feedback immediately in my daily
lesson planning and teaching. The study explored how students see or do not see themselves
within their high school choir experience. This study also saught to draw connections between
students’ musical identities, cultural identities, and plans for singing in the future.
To conduct the study, participants were taken from students enrolled in a semester-long,
for-credit choral ensemble. Students at all levels and in grades 10-12 were asked to volunteer for
the study. Data was collected from all participants within the pool of volunteers. As there were
approximately 70 veteran choir students, the 26 participants reflect a 33% return rate. Over the
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18-week fall semester, students learned and were assessed in music theory, aural skills, and
performance etiquette. Most predominantly, students prepared the selected repertoire and
performed in the Christmas choral concert.
Data collection included two phases. Each phase consisted of lesson plan construction,
teaching, class discussion and survey distribution. Both phases involved what Pine (2008)
defines as conventional and inventive teacher action research data collection sources. I
constructed and scaffolded lesson plans for each choir that attempted to embody the elements
and outcomes of a culturally relevant choral music education classroom experience. The lesson
plan template (see appendices) follow the structure required of the edTPA Portfolio Assessment,
currently one of the requirements of teacher licensure in Illinois (ISBE, 2016). Rather than
citing which Illinois Academic Learning Standards the lesson will address, I adapted the
template so that it calls for identification of which CRP elements and outcomes the lesson will
address (Ladson-Billings, 1995 & Gay, 2005). I took CRP strategies and tailored them to the
predetermined repertoire being studied by each particular choir. Because four choirs are in
session during any particular quarter of the school year, I created a total of eight CRP lesson
plans. See specific lesson plans for this study in the appendices section. The creation and
delivery of the original lesson plans are inventive data collection sources in that they are meant
to deeply and qualitatively gain information from students via authentic and performance
assessments (Pine 2008).
I do feel that my “normal” concert programming takes on some elements of CRP in that I
always try to pick diverse music that will speak to my students. For this reason, my blank lesson
plan template does not address the CRP elements of Diverse curriculum content or Structure of
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social relations. My regular teaching already embodies these elements. The remaining three
elements from Ladson-Billings (1995) theory appear on the template. Similarly, my template
eliminate the CRP outcomes of Validating, Empowering, and Emancipatory. My regular
teaching already focuses on these outcomes. The remaining three outcomes from Gay (2005)
appear on the template.
This study focused on my day-to-day pedagogy in the classroom. I have certain teaching
strategies and lesson plan agenda patterns that have worked--in my mind-- so I cling to those
strategies without any regard to which students I could be alienating. I did not plan the
Christmas concert any differently than I normally would have in terms of repertoire selection.
The biggest focus of these specific CRP lessons was to change my classroom strategies and
become a stronger teacher in the crucial 16 weeks of class time, outside of the glitz of a
successful Christmas concert. The three CRP elements I attempted to embody were Conceptions
of Self/Others, Conceptions of Knowledge, and Response to Diversity Through Instructional
Delivery (Ladson-Billings, 1995). The three CRP outcomes I focused on producing were
Comprehensive, Multidimensional, and Transformative (Gay, 2005).
I delivered the first round of CRP lessons to all four choirs within the first nine weeks of
the term. This way, all choir students (whether participating in the study or not) experienced a
CRP lesson plan during the first half of the semester. All students in the room then had the
chance to respond verbally to guided questions during open-ended class discussion at the end of
the lesson period. While I created predetermined discussion guiding prompts, they were simply
starting points. Students were free to respond to any aspect of my teaching. By the end of the
class period, all students present had experienced a CRP lesson plan and had the opportunity to
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verbally assess and critique the teaching. I audio recorded the class discussion. Immediately
after teaching, my colleague sent out a short, quantitative questionnaire via email to participants
(because only she knew which students had consented to volunteer). Participants filled out the
quantitative survey using their own devices if they wished. I designed the surveys to take about
five minutes to complete. The surveys are what Pine (2008) considers conventional data
collection sources in that they “require communication, observation, or follow-up with members
of the population and that often require instrumentation to standardize the information collected”
(p.214). Only students with parental consent were sent a five minute online survey.
The second phase of data collection occurred during the final nine weeks of the semester,
the second half of the term. I picked a lesson period that was toward the end of the term, but
before the culminating Christmas concert during week 16. Again, I constructed, scaffolded, and
delivered lesson plans for each choir I felt embodied the elements and outcomes of a culturally
relevant choral music education classroom experience. All students in the room then had the
chance to respond verbally to guided questions during open-ended class discussion at the end of
the lesson period. This round of data collection reflected not only on that day’s lesson plan, but
also on the entire semester. By the end of the class period, all students present had the
opportunity to verbally assess and critique my teaching. Once again, my coworker sent out a
quantitative survey to participants via email. Respondents used their own devices to fill out the
questionnaire, if they wished. Only students with parental consent were sent a five minute online
survey.
Questions on all surveys and discussion prompts for all class discussions remained the
same across all choirs, even though the content taught (song selections, etc.) will be different.
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Survey questions and discussion prompts changed from the first round of data collection and the
second round, however. Quantitative aspects of the questionnaire included multiple choice,
yes/no, and linear rating questions, while qualitative discussion questions appeared in the form of
open ended explanations or clarifications of the quantitative questions. The questionnaires asked
the students to check their grade, choir (all that apply), and race (all that apply). The most
important qualitative questions were predictive, occurring at the end of the second and final
questionnaire of the study. These last questions asked the student whether or not she feels
inclined to enroll in chorus next semester and whether or not she will continue singing after high
school. If she does, she was asked to explain the capacity in which she will strive to be lifelong
musician. Copies of survey questions and discussion prompts can be found in the appendices
section.
Because I did not want to know which students were official participants while
conducting my study, I asked a coworker to be the point person for all forms and survey
distributions. After inviting students to participate in the survey, my coworker collected parental
consent and student assent forms. Using my class rosters, she meticulously kept track of which
students were consenting volunteers. I was totally unaware of the ongoing list. As students
continued to turn in forms, I continued lesson planning, teaching, and holding class discussions.
As far as I knew, every student in every choir was going to be a part of my study. This kept my
teaching honest. It was impossible for me to favor consenting students during lessons over
nonconsenting students. My coworker emailed out survey links only to those students who were
consenting volunteers. When I facilitated the class discussions, I had students state their music
folder numbers before speaking. That way, when it came time to transcribe the audio recordings,
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I had an identifier to refer to without students ever having their names recorded. After the
Christmas concert, my coworker gave me all of the consent and assent forms. I then went
through my transcriptions, identified student responses by their folder numbers, and was able to
delete responses from nonconsenting students. All in all, I had no idea which of my students
were participants until after the concert was over.
Analysis
Phenomenology is the study of experience, an approach to qualitative research concerned
with how people make sense of major life experiences and how they take on significance for
them. Access to the participants’ thinking, feeling, and reflecting are of course limited to what
they are willing to expose to the researcher. The assumption is that the data will tell something
about “people’s involvement in and orientation towards the world” (Smith, Flowers, and Larkin,
2009, p.46). Like in my study, samples are selected purposefully, not randomly, on the basis that
they can grant perspective on the particular phenomenon. The sample is usually fairly
homogenous.
Analytical strategies suggested for phenomenology researchers that I plan to utilize
include close, line-by-line analysis of participants’ claims and concerns and identification of
emerging themes. I will then attempt to develop a frame in which the emergent themes are
related, organizing the data in such a way that the reader is able trace the path from original
transcription to analysis (Smith, Flowers, and Larkin, 2009).
The three areas of teacher action research validity that are most applicable to my study
are consequential validity, ethical validity, and social justice validity (Pine, 2008):
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Figure 1. Teacher Action Research Validity
Consequential
● “What are the value
implication of the
research?
● What are the potential
social consequences of
the research?
● Will the research lead
to useful, meaningful,
and fair decision
regarding student
learning and teacher
development?
● What are foreseen as
the value, social, and
emotional
consequences for all
the participants in the
study” (p.85)?

Ethical
● Have the elements of
the human subjects
protection such as
permissions,
confidentiality,
privacy, and truth
telling been present
throughout the
research process?
● If children have been
involved, have their
educational and
developmental needs
been addressed in the
process of the
research?
● Have the researchers
been explicit about the
nature of the research
process from the
beginning, including
all personal biases and
interests” (p.86)?

Social Justice
● To what extent has the
research addressed
issues of social justice,
diversity, equity, civic
discourse, and caring?
● Has the research
generated changes in
teaching and
curriculum more
responsive to the wide
range of differences
among students?
● Has the research
promoted more
understanding and
respect for cultural,
racial, ethnic, class,
and gender
differences” (p.88)

Findings
Day 1 Description
Phase One of the study included scaffoding and constructing of four different CRP lesson
plans that tried to emphasize Ladson-Billings and Gay’s standards and outcomes that I do not
normally consider in my planning. My most beginner choir, Bel Coro, was working on the
American spiritual What You Gonna Call Yo’ Pretty Little Baby. The hymn follows tradition
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African American call-and-response form and addresses Mary directly as she rocks her baby.
For this class, I approached the song historically. In groups of three or four, the students
received a strip of paper with a different prompt, all having to do with the history behind the
genre. The strips read, “Roots in African slaves gatherings,” “Roots in Christianity,” “Call-andResponse Form,” “Used for prayer, but also to protest,” “Examples of famous spirituals (include
video clips),” “Other genres of music that come out of this style of African American traditional
singing (include video clips),” and “Artword portraying this rich history.”
Each group of students had a charged device (personal laptop) and worked with their
partners to create an electronic timeline entry on the program Sutori. The Sutori app allows the
teacher to create a timeline heading and invite students to collaborate. The student groups added
text, photos, videos, audio clips, and citations to our class Sutori timeline on the subject. Then
we came back together as a class to rearrange (click and drag) the timeline entries
chronologically on the Sutori canvas. Then each group presented their findings as “experts” to
the class. After presentations, I asked the students where they saw features of traditional
spirituals within their sheet music for Pretty Little Baby. I also conducted a class discussion
regarding what we could do with our style of performance to more accuratley represent the
genre. We concluded the lesson by singing through the piece and the students then had the
opportunity to comment on their performance’s authenticity.
This CRP lesson on the history of American spirituals addressed the standard Conception
of Self/Others by allowing each student to feel like they were competent enough to sing out and
lead a line or two of the song, whether or not she identifies as African American or Afro-Latina.
It addressed Conceptions of KnowledgeConceptions of Knowledge by allowing students to
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research and become “experts” on their assigned, specific aspect of music history. By the end of
the class, all students were familiar with all entries on the timeline. It addressed Diversity
Through Instructional Delivery because we almost never use technology in the choral
room. With the exception of music theory online quizzes and drills, the students do not use their
devices in my class. For this lesson, they dove into the historical aspect of performance using a
mode of research that comes naturally to them. We then applied their historical research to our
performance of this piece.
The lesson addressed the Comprehensive objective because I clearly expressed my
expectation that the song would be performed authentically, both stylistically and emotionally, in
a way that reflected the students’ own research presentations. It addressed the Multidimensional
objective by examining what about the style of music made it credible as a religious song, as part
of the high school concert, and just as worthy of learning in general. I was also sure to ask the
students what the call-and-response format reminded them of and whether or not the genres that
came out of spirituals were familiar to them. The lesson addressed the Transformative objective
by specifically asking students why it is important to learn styles of Mary songs other than
traditional Catholic 4-part hymns with Latin refrains during our class discussion.
La Trinita’, my intermediate choir, worked on the pop-style song Mary, Mary during
Phase 1. My CRP lesson plan included movement around the risers in my classroom. For this
acappella group-esque number, the students sing in ostinato layers. The altos have a repeating
bassline pattern, then the first sopranos layer their repeating pattern on top, and finally the
second sopranos add their repeating pattern as a middle layer to the sandwich. Each ostinato
pattern can stand on its own as an independent melody, but all three layers are designed to work
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together. For this lesson plan, I had each voice part teach their line to the rest of the choir. First,
the altos worked with me to tighten up and clean their ostinato. Then, that alto section taught
their line to the other students. I repeated this activity with the first sopranos and then the second
sopranos.
Once all students had a bit of familiarity with all three melodic lines, we started our
round-robin movement. Normally, the voice parts sit in a specific section of the risers. All
singers at all levels in my program know that the center of the risers is for seconds, the right hand
section is for firsts, and the left hand section is for altos. For the rest of the lesson, I had the girls
physically get out of their normal seats and move (as a section) to a different voice part’s area of
the risers. Once settled, the girls performed the opening 17 measures of Mary, Mary while
singing a foreign ostinato pattern. However, they were kinesthetically reminded of which part to
sing by their new seat. I continued to have the girls rotate around the room until they had sat
down in each section and given each ostinato line a try. I concluded the lesson by having the
students return to the their normal seats in order to perform their own assigned line.
This lesson addressed the standard of Conception of Self/Others by allowing every
student to feel competent enough to sing out and lead a minute or two of the lesson without the
instructor. All students had the chance to teach their part to the other sections, working with
their fellow section members to become the experts in the room. The lesson addressed the
standard of Conceptions of Knowledge because the pop, a cappella-style song is more accessible
to my Pitch Perfect fans while still telling the Nativity story and revering the Mother of
God. Musical elements of rhythm, syncopation, ostinato patterns, and three-part harmony were
enforced for this beginning choir. I addressed the Comprehensive objective by teaching ostinato
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patterns as a community in which each voice part (soprano I, soprano II, and alto) knows each
vocal line. Responsibility was on the entire ensemble, not just the altos, for example, to master
the walking bass pattern. Ultimately, a choir rises and falls together. Just as in the culture of a
collegiate cappella group, any member of La Trinita’ could hypothetically step in to cover
another voice part if called upon. The lesson addressed the Multidimensional objective through
discussion prompts. I asked which out-of-school musical experiences this song reminded the
students of and what made the genre credible as a religious song, as part of the concert, and as
worthy of learning in general. The lesson addressed the Transformative objective by
specifically asking students why it is important to learn styles of Mary songs other than
traditional Catholic 4-part hymns with Latin refrains during our class discussion.
In A Cappella Choir, my first CRP lesson involved the hymn Hail Holy Queen.
However, this ensemble was learning the version from the movie Sister Act. In this version, 4part traditionally Catholic harmonies open the piece while syncopated, gospel-style rhythms with
thick textured harmonies finish the piece. I first focused on 10 measures in the traditional
opening of the song, having the girls drop their jaws and place the backs of the palms on their
cheeks as kinesthetic reminder to sing their pure, tall Latin vowels. Then, in order to emphasize
smooth dynamic changes during slurred passages, I had the students clasp their hands together
with their fingers intertwined. Every time they saw a slur marking in the music, they were to try
to pull their hands apart with their fingers still locked, creating tension. This kinesthetic motion
while singing was a reminder to smoothly change dynamics to add intensity without actually
breaking up the slurred phrase.
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Secondly, I had the student flip to a 10-measure section in the gospel section of the piece
that had a particularly tricky syncopated rhythm. I drew two blank measures of 4/4 on the board.
After asking the class to call out how many quarter notes and eighth notes could fit in each
measure, I filled both blank measures entirely with eight notes. With prompted, the students told
me how I should label the beats using number counting. Each measure was marked “1 + 2 + 3 +
4 +” and I had the students clap the beats. Little by little, I started erasing eighth notes as well as
the number counting underneath them. Each time I erased, I had the students clap the new
rhythm. Once I had erased all of the appropriate eighth notes and my measures on the board
matched the measures within the sheet music, the girls could see that the majority of clapped
notes fell on +’s instead of numbers, or strong beats. This is syncopation! The students then
applied the text to our syncopated rhythm, speaking the lyrics in time. Finally, I had them sing
the lyrics in rhythm with their palms pressed against their cheeks as a vowel reminder.
This lesson plan addressed the standard Conception of Self/Others through the discussion
prompts that asked if there any negative stigmas associated with either style of praise, traditional
Catholic hymns or gospel songs. It begs the question of how we could do justice to both
cultures, respecting and doing our best to understand and perform each accurately. The lesson
addressed the standard Conceptions of Knowledge because my students are very familiar with the
traditional Latin hymn from all-school liturgies and prayer services devoted to Mary. Having
them reflect on their performance of grant validity and argues that it brings something to the
prayer that the traditional version was lacking. I addressed Response to Diversity Through
Instructional Delivery through the discussion prompts that asked what other types of church /
worship genres praise God through song in the style of the second half of Hail Holy Queen. I
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enforced the Comprehensive and Multidimensional objectives by expressing my expectation that
good aspects of singing technique are needed in both styles no matter what: pure vowels, clean
consonants, distinctions between legatos and staccatos, distinctions between dynamics (whether
sudden or gradual), facial expressions, and an even blend that is alto heavy, if anything. The
discussion prompts address the Transformative objective by asking students what makes a choir
engaging, what captures an audience, and, on the other hand, what do church choirs do that turns
the audience off or makes them tune out?
The fourth Phase One CRP lesson plan I constructed was for Le Ragazze, my smallest
and most advanced ensemble. This group of six students comes from an auditioned pool of
juniors and seniors. This choir covers the difficult repertoire of all four fall semester ensembles.
For this lesson, we were working on Alegria, a traditional Puerto Rican carol that has become
popular all across Latin America. As an opening activity, I had the girls split up into three
groups of two. Each pair included a Spanish-speaking or Spanish-studying student. The girls
worked with their partners to write in English words above the Spanish lyrics in an attempt to
include a rough word-by-word translation. This way, even the three non-Spanish-speaking
students would be reminded of what they were singing as we worked through the piece. At this
point in this semester, this choir already had all of the notes learned for this piece. It was time to
add in some percussive accompaniment to complement the piano part. I asked the students
which types of percussion instruments we often hear during traditional Latin songs and focused
on answers from my Latina students. Then I had students brainstorm ideas for percussive parts
in the quick 6/8 meter.
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We put up rhythmic ideas on the white board and played with the examples using claps
for tambourine suggestions and rubbed palms for shaker suggestions. After we had the rhythms
in our heads and were able to put the rhythms on our bodies, I pulled out the maraca shakers and
the tambourine. The students took turns playing each part. Then the students voted on the
rhythmic patterns they liked best. While I played the piano accompaniment, I had multiple
students try playing a percussion instrument while singing their vocal part. I assessed each
students’ ability to multitask in this way and ultimately decided which of six girls would also be
responsible for a percussion accompaniment. Finally, as a closing activity, we ran through the
opening 18 measures of Alegria with voices, piano, and percussion. I asked the students if they
thought their new performance matched the style we were going for. I then informed them that
one of our native Puerto Rican Spanish teachers would be visiting the next rehearsal to help us
with authentic pronunciation.
This CRP lesson addressed the standard of Conception of Self/Others by allowing every
student the opportunity to feel confident enough to sing out a Puerto Rican carol, whether or not
Spanish is their native language or language of study. The students addressed Conceptions of
Knowledge by completing a word-for-word translation of the lyrics. The girls’ translation was
literal rather than the poetic translation provided by the sheet music editor. One of my students
recognized this piece the second we started studying it. When I asked questions about stylistic
choices that would make the song authentic, I opened the floor up to this student and focused on
her answers as to how to feel the message of the song and add ownership and legitimacy to the
ensemble’s performance of it. The lesson was Comprehensive in that I expressed my expectation
that the song would be performed authentically, both in language and style, in a manner that
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promoted academic and cultural excellence. This expectation was also expressed by a student
who grew up singing the carol. The lesson was Multidimensional in that it made this style of
carol credible as a religious song, as part of a high school concert, and as worthy of learning in
general. The student who recognized the song identified as Mexican, not Puerto Rican. She
expressed how important the song is to all of Latin America. Working with Alegria was
Transformative in that I prompted that students to discuss the importance of studying songs other
than traditional Catholic 4-part hymns with Latin refrains.
Day 2 Description
I taught the second round of CRP lessons to the same four ensembles the week of
December 4, one week before our culminating Christmas concert. Due to time constraints
(needing songs to sound clean and concert-ready but also needing to finish this case study before
the performance), I focused on authenticity in all four choirs. Rather than scaffolding lessons in
order to solidify notes and rhythms, I created lessons that wrapped-up authentic performance
etiquette while adding in last-minute touches. I had not expected to be still be collecting data so
late in the semester, so I had to adjust.
Bel Coro, my beginning choir that had been working on the African American spiritual
Pretty Little Baby, discussed similarities between that piece and Poor Mary, their American folk
song. We ran both songs back to back, focusing most on vowel formation. Despite the genre or
style, it is always appropriate and necessary to form pure choral vowels that match across the
entire choir. Whether singing an Appalachian melody or a plantation call-and-response, I expect
students to pay the same amount of attention to strong vocal technique. On the opposite end of
the spectrum, my most-advanced, six-student ensemble Le Ragazze continued to work through
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Alegria. It is difficult to multitask rhythm, pitch, lyrics in a second language, and percussion
accompaniment all at once. By the time the concert comes, my goal is that most all these factors
are muscle memory for the students. However, I still was not totally pleased with the
cohesiveness and consistency of the Spanish pronunciation across the six students. Only three of
them were Spanish speakers at home or at school. The other three only relied on my lessons to
perfect their accents. Ultimately, I knew I had to bring in an expert. One of our veteran World
Language faculty members is a native of Puerto Rico and has been teaching high school Spanish
for over 20 years. She visited our rehearsal and created such a comfortable, warm, and inviting
atmosphere and within 30 minutes had my students sounding more like a unit instead of like six
individuals. Bringing in my colleague was culturally responsive in my Response to Diversity
Through Instructional Delivery. As a non-Hispanic and non-Spanish speaker, she brought more
authenticity to our study of Alegria than I ever could have alone. It was a Comprehensive
learning experience for the students because the Spanish teacher and I expressed our
expectations of authenticity in a collective manner.
In La Trinita’, my intermediate choir, the girls switched gears from the pop, collegiate a
cappella-style Mary, Mary to their Spanish carol A La Nanita Nana. Throughout the
semester,we zeroed in on pronunciation when we rehearsed Nanita. The Spanish is quick and
needs to flow smoothly. However, for this last CRP lesson, I started rehearsal by showing the
video clip in which the Cheetah Girls (a Disney Channel pop girl-group) covers the carol. My
students are at the perfect age where most of them grew up watching the Cheetah Girls
Barcelona film and are familiar with the soundtrack. Therefore, I was certain that even my nonHispanic students had grown up hearing the song. In class, we studied certain sections of the
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music video, identifying the spots where the celebrities sung with passion, but with horrible
technique. Their vowels were extremely nasal even though the Spanish was pronounced
authentically. We went back and forth between the video clip and singing the same section with
our 35-student choir, weighing the pros and cons and knowing a specific version of a song before
studying it in school.
In A Cappella Choir, my largest more advanced ensemble, we worked on cleaning our
choreography for the quick, Gospel-style section of Hail Holy Queen. After spot-checking the
movements with the dance teacher, we came to the choral room to discuss liturgical or praise
dance. We focused on the CRP objectives, addressing Comprehensiveness in our technique.
Pure vowels, clean consonants, and dynamic contrast are just as important as facial expressions,
movement, and even blend that is alto heavy. This is true for the traditional opening section of
the hymn and the louder, faster closing section. We discussed toeing the line between making
sacred music a prayer rather than a performance while praise dancing. Our discussion was
Multidimensional as we worked through existing stigmas of either style of liturgical music and
how this particular piece breaks boundaries. Most importantly, our run-through of Hail Holy
Queen was transformative as we discussed the students’ various experiences in their own faith
lives. We talked about what makes church services with big choirs engaging as they capture
their congregations. We also discussed what turns the audience off or makes them tune out
during church. We also talked about how movement and instruments can enhance prayer, even
though many Christian denominations do not allow or prefer the use of these strategies.
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Limitations
Limitations to this study included obtaining parental consent and collecting truly accurate
data. The participants were mostly minors, so parental consent was required. Only 26 out of 70
veteran (non-freshmen) choir students turned in parental consent and student assent forms. I was
hoping for a 50% return rate, but only yielded 37% of my students. Communicating with
students and/or parents via hard copy letters sent home is a struggle for every teacher, let alone a
high school teacher. The fact that I surrounded this study around the students is both its greatest
strength and weakness. While many of my students (over 50%) were willing to participate orally
during class discussions following CRP lessons, they are still minors. Any student without the
proper paperwork had to be erased from the transcripts.
Conversely, only 19 participants responded electronically to the first quantitative survey
and only 20 responded to the second survey. The surveys yielded data from roughly 77% of the
total participants. These electronic questionnaires were my only chance at hard demographic
statistics. Only survey respondents were able to check boxes for their grade, various choir
participation, and race/ethnicity. As my respondents are high school students, I assumed as
much. Just as it is difficult to correspond with parents via letters sent home with students, it is
also difficult to encourage teenagers to open an email, let alone fill out a survey on their own
time. The following data summary images come from the second survey, including 20 out of 26
participants:
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Figure 2. Grade Level

Figure 3. Race/Ethnicity
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Figure 4. Choir Membership

There are always weaknesses to nonrandom sampling. For example, my participants are
all females that attend private Catholic school. My sample looks nothing like the overall high
school choir population, making it difficult to apply the study results globally. The sample does
not even closely resemble my own choir population. Most of the survey respondants were white
juniors from the advanced ensembles. The most underrepresented racial/ethnic group within the
respondants were black students. This was not surprising as most of my African American
singers participate in Gospel Choir which was not in session during the fall semester. Another
limitation to the study could be students worrying about hurting my feelings. The school is a
small, sheltered environment. I know all of my students by name and have built rapport with
them as individuals and as choral ensembles. I hope that they understood how valuable their
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data was to improving my teaching and that they responded as bluntly and honestly as they were
able.
Results
The research question asked: How can I utilize student interpretation and critique in order
to empirically self-reflect on my choral teaching practice and its cultural relevance? In an
attempt to answer the research question, I constructed choral lesson plans that took on three
major elements of Ladson-Billings’ Culturally Relevant Pedagogy. The three elements I focused
on within my teaching were Conceptions of Self/Others, Conceptions of Knowledge, and
Response to Diversity Through Instructional Delivery (1995). I facilitated student feedback on
these CRP lessons in the form of qualitative oral class discussions as well as anonymous
quantitative online surveys. The three outcomes of CRP that I focused on achieving were
Multidimensional, Comprehensive, and Transformative (Gay 2002). I based the survey questions
and guided class discussion prompts for all four choirs on these three outcomes.
Multidimensional
Gay argues that pedagogy achieves multidimensionalism by examining emotions, beliefs,
values, credibility, and opinions along with factual information to make instruction more
reflective of ethnic diversity (2002). Below are results of the survey questions that attempt to
measure multidimensionalism within my lessons:
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Figure 5. Emotions/Opinions

Figure 6. Values/Credibility
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Figure 7. Opinions/Credibility

Figure 8. Reflective of Ethnic Diversity
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Students also touched on multidimensionalism with their oral responses to class
discussion prompts. After a lesson on a Gospel version of the traditional Catholic hymn Hail
Holy Queen, one student offered, “I really like Hail Holy Queen just because it’s upbeat and we
get to movements with it.” I then prompted, asking what culture the song made her think of.
She said, “I think just, um, more updated culture, like, you know, more current culture.”
Another student responded, “I liked how we were able to incorporate the traditional kind of
music we might be used to into different forms of music that might be more exciting to learn.”
The respondents had an in-depth conversation of what is considered traditional in our
Catholic educational setting. One student said, “...the stigma might arise from, like, people that
are different faiths. Like, even though this is, like, a Catholic school, there are people of
different sorts of denominations, or, like, different religions.” Another added, “I think going to a
Catholic high school might expect that we sing more...traditional church hymns...and I think it’s
interesting and gives us a new perspective when we get to sing something that’s not traditional.”
Another student reminded the class that singing is a form of prayer and that “...newer versions of,
um, the songs that we’re doing get people more involved and...that has a more positive impact on
how people see the music.”
Two participants mentioned diversity specifically. One stated, “I think that having
diversity in our styles of music at Trinity is important because we can embrace all cultures and
faiths and expose ourselves to something that is different than what we’re used to.” Immediately
following this comment, the second student reflected on Gay’s emotion of comfortability. She
said, “...going off diversity, um, within our school, we have student from different denomination
and different religions and I think that incorporating, um, the school of faith as a community but
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allowing it to differentiate in a way that makes everyone feel comfortable is a positive thing for
our choirs…”
Comprehensive
Pedagogy achieves comprehensiveness by expressing expectations and teaching skills in
a collective manner in order to promote academic and cultural excellence simultaneously. The
teacher builds a community of learners that rises or falls together, and it is in “the best interest of
everyone to ensure that each individual member of the group [is] successful” (Gay 2002 p.33).
Below are results of the survey questions that attempt to measure comprehensiveness within my
lessons:
Figure 9. Academic Excellence (Singing Ability)
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Figure 10. Academic Excellence (Accessibility)
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Figure 11. Cultural Excellence (Confidence)
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Figure 12. Cultural Excellence (Connections)

Figure 13. Cultural Excellence (Comfortability)
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Figure 14. Comfortability (Continued)

Students addressed comprehensiveness within their oral responses to the specific class
discussion prompt that asked whether they felt choir was an individual or “team” activity. One
student’s opinion was that choir is group activity, saying, “...we’re all working together...and if
we’re singing against each other, the music doesn’t sound right and it sounds more beautiful
when we’re all singing together.” Another student countered, “...it could be an aspect of
individuality and a group because we all have different talents and different voices that bring
different sounds. But when we bring them all together and find a way to work together, it can
really make something beautiful.” A third participant agreed, saying, “...improving yourself
improves the choir.” A student in the more beginner choir placed more responsibility on the
individual, responding, “So, as a group, you can sound really good but then as an individual, you
need to understand what you’re singing and how you’re supposed to sing it.” A singer in a more
advanced ensemble placed the responsibility on the team, saying, “...even though, individually,
we all have, like, our own style, and we can go on individually...together is sounds even better.
Originally for this song we thought that, oh, maybe there’s going to be a solo...but instead...with
more people singing, we’re improving as a group.” One last student emphasized shaping the
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group, saying, “...it can be seen as both ways, as an individual and a team. An individual
because you get to know your part and you get to, not change it, but shape it in a way. And also
as a team because you have people to back your up, even...if you mess up or anything.”
Transformative
Pedagogy achieves transformation by explicitly respecting the cultures and experiences
of African American, Native American, Latino, and Asian American students and recognizing
their existing strengths and accomplishments. Teachers encourage analysis of the effects of
inequalities and fosters change (Gay 2002). The only quantitative question on the surveys
regarding inequalities asked if students felt their cultural music was missing from my program:
Figure 15. Inequality

However, I attempted to address transformation within the discussion prompts. When
asked what students like or dislike about learning styles of music that honor Mary outside of
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traditional Catholic hymns, I got a variety of responses. One student reflected, “I think that, um
learning to sing, like, different types of songs and different styles...helps us gain a better grasp of
music in general…” Another responded, “...I think that after hearing the different types of
music, um, we all gain a better appreciate for different cultures.” After a lesson on the American
spiritual Mary Had a Baby, a student stated, “...I absolutely love singing, um, different
genres...especially, you know, African American music. I love the melody it has. You know,
and when we sing a new genre, it introduces us to a new melody that we, um, might welcome
into our lives, you know, for the rest of our lives.” Another student expressed her
apprehensiveness while singing in this style, saying, “I think that some negative stigmas with
other types of music is that people believe that they might not be able to, like, do it justice
because it might not be their culture. Or they might not relate to it in, like, that way. But I feel
like people should expose themselves to different cultures and embraces other cultures by
singing them.”
After a lesson on the traditional Latin American carol Alegria, a member of my most
advanced choir responded, “...I love that we’re singing a song in Spanish because, um, I am
Catholic, but I went to church in Spanish. So all of the [Catholic] songs that we sing in
English...like, it’s new to me….I also enjoy, you know, still getting a taste of...what I heard when
I was little growing up…” The same student address potential stigmas people might associate
with changing up church music at our school. She stated, “...we [have to] find the positive in it,
because, um, with adding these new changes, well, we become, like a better version of ourselves,
and a better version of the school.” Another non-Spanish speaking student expressed a
transformative experience with the same Latin American piece, adding, “I like singing Alegria
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because it’s in a language that I’m...at the beginning, when we started learning the song, I wasn’t
very comfortable singing the vowels...but it kind of, like, opened me up to, like, a new part of
music…”
Other students reflected on the comfort of singing a song or within a style that was
already familiar to them. However, many enjoyed the challenge of learning genres outside of
their prior knowledge. Students responded, “I really like the variation because I think it really
helps to make it more fun because you get to try different kind of styles of singing.” “I think it’s
really good to have, like, different types of music just so you can see different genres...so that
way you can, like, more more or see which one you like better.” Two other students commented,
“I think that being familiar with a type of song is comforting...I really like La Nanita because it
was a part of The Cheetah Girls and I think that we all kind of grew up listening to that...but at
the same time, going out of your comfort zone is really, really, really good for, you know,
especially our age…”
Conclusions
Reflections on Teaching Practice
The student feedback came as a surprise and prompted a deep reflection on how I can
achieve my intended CRP pedagogical strategies in my daily teaching. I mentioned earlier that
for this study, I focused on my everyday teaching. I already felt like I was skilled at selecting
repertoire that spoke to my students and kept them interested. In my mind, the choral literature I
taught each semester was already culturally responsive in that my students either felt a personal
connection with the songs or, by the end of the term, felt comfortable singing in the style of the
songs required. Much of my survey data reflects my intuition. 95% of respondents enjoyed
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working on the song from said lesson plan even though 30% thought their culture was missing
from that day’s teaching. While only two thirds of respondents could make connections between
the music from choir class and their musical culture outside of school, 0% of them felt our
literature was meaningless to them.
These quantitative results from authentic student feedback confirm that many of students
do see their own cultures reflected in my song selections and are able to make connections
between it and their other musical experiences. Those who feel that their cultures are not
reflected in choir class seem to be enjoying the learning experience nonetheless and feel
confident enough to sing music of other cultures authentically. Looking to the future, the next
step after completing this study is obviously to implement CRP in my daily teaching going
forward. The two biggest things I wished I had seen during my initial study were firstly, more of
an introspective mindset from my students and, secondly, more attention to the details of my new
lesson plan strategies within student critiques.
Regarding the first hope for this study, more introspective student responses, I reflected
on my students’ tendencies to view the repertoire from the Christmas concert as Catholic music
or non-Catholic music. Students responded with comments such as, “I think…that it’s important
to remember that song is a form of prayer, and newer versions of...the songs that we’re doing get
people more involved and I think that has more of a positive impact on how people see the
music,” “I think that Catholicism is a religion, in general, of tradition and I think that whenever
we bring in new types of music… we all enjoy, like, hearing traditional Catholic music but in…a
more fun way because we’re used to pop songs and stuff,” and, “…we have students from
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different denominations and different religions and I think that incorporating, um, the school…as
a community but allowing it to differentiate in a way that makes everyone feel comfortable is a
positive…thing for our choirs to do or provide for the community.” For the most part, students
orally discussed culture and music in terms of faith-based beliefs. Much of this was out of my
control. Because of my school setting (all-girls Catholic), a good amount of my choral teaching
revolves around the music of the Catholic church. However, the theme of this past Christmas
concert was Mary, not Mary Through Catholic Eyes. I tried my best to pick Mary songs that we
do not normally hear during the Catholic masses and prayer services, but instead Mary songs that
would evoke memories, familiarity, and hopefully a sense of comfortability.
Many of the girls’ responses described the variety of songs as appealing to people of
“other faiths” or “other beliefs” rather than reflecting on whether or not the songs hit home for
them personally. Only one student mentioned a disconnect between what my school considers a
“Catholic sound” and what Catholicism sounds like within her own Latina culture. The rest
spoke on the importance of diverse music for praise reasons, or even for the purpose of
inclusiveness within prayer. While my prompts elicited interesting and intelligent responses,
they were not as introspective as I had hoped they would be. One of the discussion prompts after
each lesson asked, “What culture does this song make you think of?” Only two of eight class
discussions elicited responses from students that reflected their own personal outside-of-school
cultures. The students working on the Latin American carol Alegía made the connections I was
looking for:
Well…for me, Alegria makes me think of my own culture…and
I’m Hispanic, you know, I’m Mexican, and particularly, like,
not...I don’t know much of, like, Argentina or Colombia or any
other Hispanic cultures but, um, this is a song…that we sing
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especially in the month of December because we have that entire
month dedicated to the Virgin Mary. And this song is about the
Virgin Mary so I feel like this song makes me think of that and,
like, aside from just thinking of this certain fact, it makes me also
feel happy about it, you know, content.
…so, it makes me think of my grandma’s culture because, um, in
the Philippines…Everyone’s Catholic and Christmas is, like, a
really big thing and they have these…parades, like, because it’s
warm during Christmas…they have these big parades outside and
they sing songs in Tangalle which is, like, an infusion of Spanish
and, like, the native culture, so that’s what it makes me think of.”
It reminds me of the Cuban culture. I know a lot of Cubans are
Catholic, or, like, they believe in Santeria, which comes from
Africa. But I know my Grandma is Catholic, and so she would
sometimes sing this song during, like, December. And even in
Cuba, they have a whole month where they post pictures of… at
the cathedral of…the Virgin Mary and her journey and what she
had to do.
If I had conducted this study during the spring semester when the culminating concert
consists of most secular music, I wonder if all of the responses would have been more focused on
the students’ own cultures rather than a comparison of Catholic-sounding music versus music
that does not sound Catholic at all. My goal was that some participants would reply that our
repertoire reminded them of their own cultures.
Regarding the second hope for this study, it seemed that the students were not affected
enough by my lesson interventions (as Ladson-Billings had promised) to mention many in-class
activities in detail during open discussion time. However, the literature on CRP is not unlike
other educational theories in that it describes the classroom as some sort of vacuum. In real-life
settings, so many social factors can affect student perception of a lesson plan. In my study,
Ladson-Billings and Gay do not account for environmental and/or social contructs that certainly
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already exist in a classroom setting when they suggest their CRP interventions.

The social

setting of a traditional, prodominantly English-speaking Catholic school may have tainted my
students’ interpretations in that they responsed mostly to my careful song choices, as they
contrasted with more traditional Catholic Christmas hymns.
The students were not shy in their opinions of chorus being a team or an individual
activity. This discussion prompt focused on the element Conceptions of Knowledge and the
outcome of Comprehensiveness in which a good CRP teacher does not encourage individual,
competitive achievement but createds a community of learners that rises and falls together
(Ladson-Billings 1995; Gay 2005). After my lessons, students, for the most part, voted for choir
being a team activity. Responses included, “I think it could be an aspect of individuality and a
group because we all have different talents and different voices that bring different sounds. But
when we bring them all together and find a way to work together, it can really make something
beautiful,” “Speaking from personal experience, I think that it’s, um, a team activity because
you’re able to feed off of the people around you and what they’re singing. And if you mess
something up, then you can, like, coach yourself by listening to the people around you,” and, “I
think by listening and improving with the choir, you improve yourself, which helps to improve
the choir as a whole.”
Yet, only one ensemble during either phase of the study had anything to say about the
actual activities that went on in class during that day’s lesson. I led a round-robin style rehearsal
in which my beginning choir was honing their ostinato layering skills. In moving around the
risers, sitting in new seat, and singing other sections’ parts, the girls seemed to feel more
confident in their own harmonies. One student commented,
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I thought it was a really cool activity...I felt like it did help me a
little bit with remembering my part and being able to pick it out of
the group… I felt like this lesson was really, really fun...um, it was
slightly different from what we normally do… it’s really
interesting, like, the relief I felt when I came back to my own part
because it’s the one that I know the best and I also realize that, like,
the other parts are...definitely have their own challenges.”
Another agreed,
I think that it was a good experience to experience other people’s
trouble with the parts. So experiencing other people’s troubles
made our part easier.... You mentioned that some of us were
having trouble holding our own part against the other parts. And I
think that knowing each others’ parts, like, helped us center on our
own part, being able to hear both sides...

Apart from this class discussion, which was one out 8 discussions throughout the semester-long
study, no students specifically mentioned anything about the strategies I worked so hard to
implement in order to achieve academic success while still remaining culturally competent. My
students, for the most part, responded to my song selection rather than my careful activity
planning.
Looking ahead to future lesson planning, I now have strategies to conduct things a bit
differently than my normal, comfortable routine. I can confidently implement all of the
successes from Days 1 and 2 and attempt to make them a part of my regular routine. The
students responded positively and enthusiastically—both orally during disucssions and
electronically via surveys—whenever I incorporated movement into their lessons. Examples
include adding simple but expressive choreography, having the whole ensemble rotate around
the risers and making a stop at the “director spot” at the front of the room, and any and all
kinesthetic activities during which the students performed rhythms on their bodies. Getting my
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students out of their assigned seats on the risers embodies the CRP element of Conceptions of
Self/Others and Conception of Knowledge because it allows the students to beome the teacher,
emphasizing my belief that all students are capable of success and that their contributions are a
crucial part of my pedagogy. Movement activities make choir less of an individual, competitive
activity and more of a peer-learning community in which any student could lead (Gay 2005).
Rarely are my students sitting up tall, feet flat on the floor in an assigned chair when they
experience music outside of school. Making connections between between rehearsal experiences
and past experiences promotes engagement (Shaw, 2016; Costello-Herrera, 2010; Palkki, 2015).
The singers also appreciated and respected guest teachers I brought in for their specific
expertise, such as the dance and world language faculty members. Continuing to bring in experts
of other cultures and disciplines embodies the CRP element of Conceptions of Knowledge and
the outcome of Comprehensiveness by promoting academic and cultural success simlutaneously
and recognizing that the choir director’s strenths and beliefs is not the end-all be-all of
classroom, musical, and cultural knowledge (Ladson-Billings 1995 & Gay 2005). Bringing in
teachers from outside my discipline also helps ensure that performane practices will be indicative
and typical of the culture studied (Shaw, 2016; Costello-Herrera, 2010; Palkki, 2015).
Finally, I would be sure to include forms of technology in the choral classroom whenever
possible. This strategy Responds to Diversity in that it allows for multiple forms of assessment
and multiple forms of success (Gay 2005). Some students are much more comfortable
displaying their knowledge electronically rather than performing a solo. One student responded
specifically to the comfort of this type of lesson, saying, “I do confidently like to…actively sing
during class. Um, I do...I think it’s normal for people to get nervous. Um, I know I get nervous
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sometimes and…you just gotta keep trying. I just think this class itself [was] fun...” During my
initial study, I only allowed the students to use their devices during one of the eight CRP lessons
I conducted. I would love to use technology more often, especially for music history unit wrapups.
All in all, I am like most high school teachers in that I am easily discouraged when my
students do not seem to respond the way I would like them to. Whether conducting a research
study or not, secondary education as a whole often expects teachers to tangibly prove their effect
on students. Buzzwords in faculty meetings and professional development activities like
measurable growth, meeting benchmarchs, teaching to standards, formative assessments are
frightening. They expect teachers to not only implement change in their students, but to also
recognize it in them immediately. I treated this study the way I treat my everyday teaching: with
the expectation that my strategies would work or that they would fail. I was sure that the
students’ interpretations and critiques would indicate the success of my CRP attempts after a
thorough anaysis of the discussion transcripts and the survey resposes.
I was initially very discouraged when so few students recognized the changes in my
teaching and disappointed when fewer students reflected on their own cultures and identities.
However, asking teenagers to reflect on a learning experience 30 seconds after teaching has its
limitations. Few children have the ability to reflect and articulate openly and fully within the 10
minutes I alloted for discussion time. My students pulled out meaning in my teaching in
unexpected areas. They responded to what most resonanted with them in the moment. I hope
that my students recall, reflect on, and benefit from some aspect of my teaching in the future,
even if they did not mention it in their immediate critiques.
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Reflections on Teacher Action Research
The research question asked: How can I utilize student interpretation and critique in order
to empirically self-reflect on my choral teaching practice and its cultural relevance? I answered
this question in terms of the “how.” It was not difficult to try new teaching strategies and simply
take the time to ask the students what they thought. I scaffolded my lesson plans in the taskassess format encouraged by EdTPA. The two aspects of “student interpretation and critique” in
this study—quanlitative data via aloud discussion and quantitative data via electronic survey-have indeed shed light on my attempts to respond to my students’ cultures. This study sought to
determine how my choir students could constructively assess my efforts as a CRP teacher.
Teacher action research studies attempt to integrate research and practice. Pine argues that when
students become coresearchers, they have the opportunity to either validate the instructor’s
findings or to present new ideas themselves (2008). I found this to be true in my case study.
Students can easily give constructive feedback on lesson plans and curriculum to their teachers.
There are some changes I would make to my research methodology. First of all, I would
reword my discussion prompts in a manner that hopefully encourages students to critique their
own cultures’ reflections in my teaching rather than wording that steers them to think about
connotations of faith and prayer inclusiveness. I worry that my discussion questions from Days
1 and 2 did too much guiding, so much so that students who do not identify as Catholic or even
as “church goers” or “religious” started making critiques on the Catholic sound. For example,
one student reflected,
As someone who doesn’t come a family that really goes to church, and as
someone who’s not particularly that religious, I think I did kind of have,
like, a stigma based off just not knowing that, um, just, traditional, like,
religious music is kind of boring, just from, like, the maybe some things
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that you might hear. But, I think it’s a good thing that I...that we sing both
types of songs…
New discussion prompts could include inquiries like, “Which activities kept you actively
involved during the lesson?” “What do you like or dislike about singing this style of music?”
“Were you familiar with the genre before today’s class?” “What culture does this song make
you think of?” “If you were not familiar with this style before this class, which activities help
give you the confidence to sing it authentically?” “Did you feel like we were improving as a
whole choir—as a team—at any point during the lesson?”
These new discussion prompts are different from my original ones. My Day 1 questions
had the words traditional, Catholic hymns, praise music, and honor [Mary] in built into them.
In hindsight, it makes a lot of sense that my students took a Catholic vs. non-Catholic stance in
their initial responses. I allowed our environment to color my prompting. These new questions
are less rooted in the actual song selection and more grounded in genre/style familiarity,
comfortability, and confidence. The new prompts also guide students to think about the musical
knowledge they bring to school with them while encouraging them to reflect on specific
activities from the lesson plan. Most students arrive in the choral room with rich musical
experiences (Shaw, 2016; Costello-Herrera, 2010; Palkki, 2015). Acknowledging them is
crucial.
Similarly, I would adjust my methods for collecting quantitative data. While I would
retain simple, consice questioning that requires a Likert scale ranking from one to five, I would
avoid sending out electonic surveys. The response rate just was not high enough to be
meaningful the first time around, and part of that is due to teenagers’ tendencies to ignore teacher
e-mails. Rather, I could utilize an interactive, online audience participitory app such as
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PollEverywhere. An app of this nature allows the teacher to pose a question on the board for the
class and doubles as another self-reflective strategy that utilizes technology. Students use their
devices to electronically and anonymously respond.
I would adjust some of the original questions from the survey that had loftier goals and
vague implications, such as “Do you enjoy singing the song we worked on today?” and “Do you
plan to continue singing after high school?” My original hypothesis, which came out of the
literature on CRP, was not strongly supported by the data. I expected that the girls who ranked
the songs and lesson activities low in terms of personal cultural meaning and who did not feel
connected to the lessons during class discussion responses would also be the girls who did not
expect to keep singing after high school. Surprisingly, there was no strong correlation. My
students spoke freely on the reasons they planned or did not plan to continue singing after high
school, but none of them spoke to the relationship between home/community music culture and
school choir culture as a deciding factor.
Rather, I would stick to the prompts that ask about lesson strategies and activities. New
questions could ask students to select their preferred learning mode (oral, aural,
visual, kinesthetic, etc.) and then to rank the lesson plan’s ability to appeal that learning mode.
For example, if the lesson focused on syncopated rhythms, I might poll students on their
preference for listening to the rhyhtmic excerpt, clapping it, and seeing it written out on the
board (notation). After integrating the new rhythms within the context of an entire piece, I could
poll the students again on their performance confidence. Finally, I might ask the students to
respond aloud with any songs they listen to outside of school that rely heavily on off-beat
syncopation.
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Teacher Action Research allows for empirical application of educational theory and
philosophy. The need for action research studies that occur within the classroom, a living and
breathing ecosystem, and that are carried out by an actual member of the ecosystem, is great.
Factors as broad as race, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status and factors as specific as student
mood, level of maturity, and natural interest in the content area affecting the classroom culture as
any given moment (Pine 2008). As much as the CRP literature makes it sound as though the
theory is separate from the implementation and that the interventions are applicable to any
situation, these factors make it impossible to apply strategies in a cookie-cutter manner. Many
research studies apply this flawed transfer logic by utitilizing outside researchers to test and
posttest specific interventions across a student population.
Pine argues that only the teacher and the students are privy enough to the ins and outs of
the ecosystem to implement real change and monitor growth. I found this to be true in my study,
particularly in its slant towards faith/religion as the main contributor to my students’ perceptions
of musical culture. My advice to any educator studying a specfic theoretical approach to
pedagogy is to test it, reflect, and test it again. If a scholar suggests certain strategies, adjust
them to your content area, your students, and your ecosystem and try it out on in regular teaching
situations. Do not take your own word for it. Once you reflect on the implementation, determine
what you think went well and what failed, and then ask the students. They will be candid in their
responses, and, if they are anything like my students, they will be thrilled to participate in a lowrisk, evaluative manner.
My students earn fine arts credit toward their GPA and graduation, and ideally, begin a
lifetime of singing in college, in a community choir, in church, or in any capacity after
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graduation. Educators in all disciplines seek ways to engage and promote the success of their
students as lifelong learners. I found that one approach to engaging my choir students was
through culturally relevant pedagogy, “...a dynamic or synergistic relationship between
home/community culture and school culture” (Ladson-Billings, 1995, p.467). Ladson-Billings
and Gay, however, focus on underrepresented students, mostly minority and poor children, in
their educational philosophy. This study showed me that while my marginalized students
responded positively to my CRP teaching strategies, so did the rest of my students. It behooves
teachers across all disciplines and from all levels of experience to teach with CRP in mind
because it benefits all students.
Just as music education scholars warn against selecing repertoire that appears to be
diverse and simply hoping for the best, Ladson-Billings argues that “accomodating student
culture is insufficient” (1995). Literature choice is crucial, whether it be the way a situational
geometry word problem is posed, the novels listed on a syllubus that supposedly represents
American literature, or painters presented as “masters” in an art history text. But repertoire
selection is not enough. Globally, it is every teacher’s responsibility to learn about the students
sitting in the desks as if their background information, outside-of-school knowledge, and selfidentities were going to be the grounds of a research study. Creating a sense of community in
the classroom must involve promoting academic and cultural success simultaneously. Emotions,
beliefs, values, and credibility must be a part of the discussion, along with factual information
within the content area (1995). Explicitly representing and respecting the cultures and
experiences of African American, Native American, Latina, and Asian American students not
only recognizes their exisiting strenths and accomplishments, but also presents the strenths and
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accomplishments as captial for the white students in the room (1995). Diverse curriculum is not
synonymous with relevant or reflective curriculum.
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